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A deficiency has been Identified for WattsDar Nucelar plant (MU) in udtich diesel generator (30) 4M0 electrical board room exhoust ftos IA-A, 15-31, 2A-A, sad 25-3 will not supply rated sirf low withoust their respective m=toer tripping on overlood. -Tugs deficiency was'previously documented on oneforming condition roepor (VCR) V-44-F., to investigating ac3tV044-p" IvWa deter- mine that the fans* rotational speed had been adjusted via adjustable motor sheaves to an operating speed above the design limits of the motor. The disposition of HCO V.44-P required a readjustment of the faws rotational speed. 7hi3 apparently resolved the deficiency for short-term (test) 
popertion only. Subsequent long-tern operation hMs again resulted in the fan motors tripping on OVerload. This has been documented on 3CR V.311-P.  

The subject fan motors are 1-1/2 tip, 182? frame, 16M i/minl, selience Duty Nester It motors with a nameplate full-load current rating of 3.3 amps. TWA haes tested the motors with no load connected (i.e., with the fan belts off) and the test data has shown that the motor no-load amerage is huulur then the motor nAMeplate full-load #eRage. At no-load operation, the motors dray 3.8 amps end each winding leg measures 6.1 ohms resistance. he smaufacturer, Reliance 19lectric Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has confirmed that the Internal motor connections and winding resistance are correct. The motors were supplied to TWA by the M. K. porter Company, werrem, Ohio, on TWA contract No. 76035-43164-5.  

Although the exact cause of this deficiency cannot be determined Until an exomination and analysis of the motors Is performed by the manuacturer, TWA considers that the apparent caus is that the motorge nameplate data is in e0ror. The motors are 1-1/2 bip in a 182? frame and ane nominally rated 3 tip.  Ink derating the motors to 1-112 tip, the Manufacturer has apparently miscalculated the full-load current.  

afefty lonlications 

A failure of the fans to provide design-specified air flowratoo could result in a temperature increase In the 00 electrical board room to a temperature in excess of 1040F. This could adversely affect the operation of essential electrical equipment in the V0om, and subsequently, the performsnce of an Issociated DO. As such, the subject deficiency could adversely affect the safety of oprertions of the plant.
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TWA, now requires a complete motor test (338 112,1 fom A-2) for each nov asitor j& p "recureus5 for motors to be used in nuclear power plant safety-related ventilation equipment. This requirement Is contained In TWA*# Division of 110clear 2bgIneering Desig Standard Specification 88-39.2.01 34,, "Alternating Current Induction Motors," subsection 8.1.3. This requirement will prevent.  recurrence of this deficiency.  

All necessary corrective actions for this item will be completed by initial fuel loading for UrN units 1 and 2, respectively.
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